Mesoscopic Coulomb Blockade in One-Channel Quantum Dots
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Signatures of “mesoscopic Coulomb blockade” are reported for quantum dots with one fully transmitting point-contact lead; $T_1 = 1$, $T_2 \ll 1$. Unlike the Coulomb blockade (CB) in weak-tunneling devices ($T_1$, $T_2 \ll 1$), one-channel CB is a mesoscopic effect requiring quantum coherence. Several distinctive features of mesoscopic CB are observed, including a reduction in CB upon breaking time-reversal symmetry with a magnetic field, relatively large fluctuations of peak position as a function of magnetic field, and strong temperature dependence on the scale of the quantum level spacing.

PACS numbers: 73.23.Hk, 73.20.Fz, 73.23.Ad

A number of central problems in condensed matter physics, including mesoscopic effects, superconductivity, and magnetism, concern systems in which quantum coherence and the interactions between particles are both important. For the case of transport through confined electronic systems, the majority of work has focused on experimental situations in which these two important effects can be cleanly separated. For instance, in small structures coupled to reservoirs via tunneling contacts, electron-electron interactions give rise to the Coulomb blockade (CB) which suppresses conductance except at narrow peaks as an external gate potential is swept [1]. Quantum interference modifies some properties of CB, such as inducing random fluctuations of peak heights, but does not change its essential character [2,3]. Another example is the case of open mesoscopic samples, where quantum interference gives rise to conductance fluctuations with well understood universal statistical properties [4]. These properties are slightly modified by electron-electron interactions, for instance, through dephasing effects, but the overall character is not changed, and, in particular, no CB is observed. There are situations, however, when the convenient but artificial separation of coherence and interactions causes entire phenomena to be missed. This paper concerns one such case, in which the experimental signatures of interactions appear only because of the presence of quantum interference [5]. The system is a quantum dot with one fully transmitting mode in one lead.

In metallic dots, it is known both theoretically [6] and experimentally [7] that CB begins to be exponentially suppressed in the strong-tunneling regime as the conductance of the dot becomes larger than $-e^2/h$. In semiconductor quantum dots coupled to two reservoirs via point-contact leads, measurements of CB in the strong-tunneling regime have yielded varying results. Kouwenhoven et al. [8] found that CB disappears when the transmission $T_1$ through one point contact reaches unity. However, Pasquier et al. [9] report small CB oscillations up to $T_1 + T_2 \sim 3$, and Crouch et al. [10] observed CB which decreases near $T_1 = 1$, $T_2 \ll 1$, but then increased again above $T_1 > 1$. Flensberg [11] and Matveev [12] have shown theoretically that CB disappears at unity transmission when only inelastic processes are taken into account, appropriate in the limit $kT/\Delta \gg 1$, where $\Delta$ is the quantum level spacing. Recently, Aleiner and Glazman [5] extended the analysis to include elastic processes, finding for the particular case of “one-channel” transport ($T_1 = 1$, $T_2 \ll 1$) that although open-channel CB vanishes for purely inelastic transport, it persists due to coherent mechanisms for temperatures comparable to the quantum level spacing.

In this Letter, we investigate several novel features of one-channel CB which illustrate the interplay between quantum interference and electron-electron interactions. These are as follows: (1) An enhancement of CB at zero magnetic field which, like coherent backscattering in open structures, can be understood in terms of time-reversal symmetry at zero field; (2) a strong temperature dependence of CB on the scale of the quantum level spacing; (3) an enhanced correlation (although less than predicted theoretically) of conductance as a function of gate voltage, compared to the weak-tunneling regime, which results from cotunneling through many levels both on and off the CB peak; (4) peak motion as a function of the magnetic field that is several times larger than in the weak-tunneling regime, though still small compared to $E_C$.

The existence of CB in the one-channel regime can be understood in terms of an effective scatterer at the location of the open lead that arises due to coherent trajectories reflected from the walls of the dot [5]. It is known that a real scatterer in a nearly open lead ($T_1$ below unity) will cause classical CB [11,12]. Coherent processes give rise to a standing wave at the open lead which acts as such a scatterer, also giving rise to CB [5]. We emphasize...
that without coherence, CB should disappear in the fully transmitting one-channel case. At zero magnetic field, backscattering increases due to constructive interference of time-reversed paths, leading to stronger CB oscillations. As the magnetic field $B$ is increased beyond a characteristic field $B_C$ (where $B_C$ puts of order one flux quantum through the backscattered trajectories), the spectral power in CB oscillations, $P_{CB}$, is predicted to decrease by a factor of 4 [5]. The requirement of coherence for CB in the one-channel dot implies a strong temperature dependence of $P_{CB}$ on the scale of the quantum level spacing $\Delta$ rather than the classical charging energy. Detailed calculations yield

$$P_{CB}(B,T) = \frac{G_R^2}{4} \Lambda(B) \alpha \frac{\Delta}{T} \left(\frac{\Delta}{E_C}\right)^2 \ln\left(\frac{E_C}{2\pi kT}\right),$$  

where $\Lambda(B \ll B_C) = 4$ and $\Lambda(B \gg B_C) = 1$, $E_C$ is the classical charging energy, i.e., the energy to add a single electron to the dot, $\alpha = 0.207$ is a numerical factor, and $G_R$ is the conductance of the tunneling point contact [5]. Another consequence of the coherent nature of one-channel CB is that small changes in parameters such as device shape or magnetic field, which alter the interference pattern in the dot, can shift the position in gate voltage where the CB peak appears. Experimentally this shows up as a strongly $B$-dependent peak position, with excursions predicted to be on the scale of the spacing between peaks.

We report measurements of two quantum dots [micrograph in Fig. 3(d), inset] fabricated using CrAu electrostatic gates 900 Å above a two-dimensional electron gas on a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. A multiple-gate design allows independent control of point-contact conductances and dot shape via several shape-distorting gates. Both dots have an area of 0.5 $\mu$m$^2$ giving a level spacing $\Delta = 2\pi \hbar^2/m^*A = 14 \mu$eV (m$^*$ is the effective electron mass, and $A$ is the dot area assuming a 100 nm depletion width). Measurements were made in a dilution refrigerator with an ac voltage bias of $\sim 5 \mu$V at 13.5 Hz. The experimental temperature $T$ used throughout refers to the electron temperature measured from the widths of CB peaks. At fridge base, $T = 100$ mK. Gate voltages can be related to dot energy through the ratio $\eta$, measured from the linear temperature dependence of the full width at half maximum of CB peaks in the weak-tunneling regime at $T > \Delta$, where $e\eta(FWHM) = 4.3k_B T$. This ratio then converts peak spacing to charging energy, giving $e\eta$ (peak spacing) = $E_C = 260 \mu$eV for dot 1 and $E_C = 320 \mu$eV for dot 2.

Figure 1 illustrates a number of novel features of one-channel transport. The rapid oscillations in conductance as a function of gate voltage are the CB oscillations. Comparing Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) shows that CB oscillations in the one-channel regime are considerably stronger at $B = 0$ mT ($\ll B_C$) compared to 100 mT ($\gg B_C \sim 20$ mT), unlike the weak-tunneling regime [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)], where the strength of the CB does not appear to depend on a magnetic field. One-channel CB also shows large fluctuations of valley conductance due to large cotunneling contributions which are suppressed in the weak-tunneling regime.

The $B$ dependence of one-channel CB arising from the breaking of time-reversal symmetry can be studied quantitatively by evaluating the power spectral density $P_f(f)$ of the conductance, $g(V_g)$, at a number of different magnetic fields. The argument $f$ is the gate-voltage frequency in units of cycles/mV [13]. In both the one-channel and weak-tunneling regimes, $P_f(f)$ shows a clear peak around the CB frequency, $f_{CB} = \eta/E_C$, as seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). In the one-channel regime, the CB peak in $P_f(f)$ has a clear maximum around $B = 0$, whereas CB in the weak-tunneling regime is essentially independent of $B$. We define the CB power, $P_{CB}$, as the power in a window around the CB frequency in $P_f(f)$ [bracketed regions in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. The enhanced CB power around $B = 0$ in the one-channel regime now appears as a peak at $B = 0$ in the function $P_{CB}(B)$ [Fig. 2(c)], while $P_{CB}(B)$ is flat for weak tunneling [Fig. 2(d)]. We note that the width of the CB peak in $P_f(f)$ around $f_{CB}$ is broader and shows greater fluctuations in frequency in one-channel CB compared to the weak-tunneling regime. This implies a broader distribution of peak spacings in the one-channel regime, contrary to the predictions of Ref. [5], and remains an interesting open problem.

The CB power normalized by its large-$B$ average, $P_{CB}(B) = P_{CB}(B)/P_{CB}(B)_{B\gg B_C}$, and averaged over an ensemble of several dot shapes provides a useful quantity for comparing the $B$ dependence of the CB in the one-channel and weak-tunneling regimes [Fig. 3(a)].

---

**FIG. 1.** Conductance showing CB oscillations as a function of gate voltage, $V_g$, in the one-channel regime [(a),(b)] and weak-tunneling regime [(c),(d)] at $B = 0$ mT ($\ll B_C$) and $B = 100$ mT ($\gg B_C$) (dot 1). One-channel CB is stronger at $B = 0$ mT compared to $B = 100$ mT, unlike weak-tunneling CB.
compute these data, $P_{CB}(B)$ traces from seven (three) data sets in the one-channel (weak-tunneling) regime were normalized by the average value over $27 < B < 130$ mT [for two of the one-channel sets: $21 < B < 60$ mT] and then averaged. The zero-field value, $\langle p_{CB}(0) \rangle \approx 5.3 \pm 0.5$, is somewhat larger than the predicted factor of 4, for reasons not yet understood. In the weak-tunneling regime $\langle p_{CB}(0) \rangle \approx 0.7 \pm 0.2$, somewhat closer to unity than the zero-temperature theoretical value of $\frac{7}{2}$, presumably due to decoherence. We note that a $B$-dependent real reflection in the point contact with maximum reflection at $B = 0$ could lead to a spurious enhancement of CB power at $B = 0$. To rule out this possibility, we have measured (in a separate device) the field dependence of the open point contact with the rest of the dot undepleted and find only very slight $B$ dependence with no distinct features on the $10–40$ mT scale.

The temperature dependence of one-channel CB power is shown in Fig. 3(b) along with the no-free-parameters theory, Eq. (1), for both $B \ll B_C$ and $B \gg B_C$. Experiment and theory are roughly consistent up to $T \approx 300$ mK ($kT \approx 2.5\Delta$), with good agreement in slope and the $T$ independence of the ratio $P_{CB}(B \ll B_C)/P_{CB}(B \gg B_C)$ and reasonable agreement in absolute magnitude given the lack of free parameters. Note the log scale on the vertical axes and that the CB powers range over a factor of $\sim 100$. At temperatures above $\sim 400$ mK, one-channel CB is strongly suppressed and the enhancement around $B = 0$ disappears, as seen in both Figs. 3(b) and 3(c).

We have also investigated correlations of conductance as a function of $V_g$, $C(\delta V_g) = \langle g(V_g)g(V_g + \delta V_g) \rangle_{V_g}$ (average is over gate voltage) in the one-channel regime. Long correlations are expected in one-channel CB due to the significant contributions of cotunneling via many levels (of order $E_C/\Delta$) [14]. Figure 3(d) shows the discrete correlation function $C(\delta n)$, where $\delta n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$ acts as a peak index, defined for the one-channel CB regime as $C(\delta n) = C(\delta V_g)$ evaluated at the CB period, $\delta V_g = \Delta n(E_C/\eta)$. In the weak-tunneling regime, $C(\delta n)$ is directly evaluated using sets of discrete peaks heights, $C(\delta n) = \langle g_{\text{max}}(n)g_{\text{max}}(n + \delta n) \rangle_{V_g}$, to avoid spurious correlations in $C(\delta V_g)$ caused by uniformly low valley conductance. The correlation length of one-channel CB is considerably shorter than the theoretical value of...
The standard deviation of peak motion about its average position is not as large as predicted theoretically. The motion of mesoscopic CB peaks with magnetic field exhibits CB peak motion on the scale of the level spacing, consistent with theory [5]. Correlation of conductance in gate voltage appears limited to \( \sim 3 \) peaks, smaller than expected, perhaps as a result of changes in the energy spectrum of the dot upon adding electrons. The motion of mesoscopic CB peaks with magnetic field is significantly greater than in the weak-tunneling regime, but smaller than expected theoretically.
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